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NCSI’s mission is to enhance the capacity of courts to resolve complex cases involving novel scientific and technical evidence, and, thereby, to contribute to the independence of, and public confidence in, the judicial branch of government. We offer educational programs, training, and certifications in the general principles of case-related science, technology, data, and valid methods for determining the weight of research evidence.

NCSI is a 501 (c)(3) non-profit organization. Contributions are deductible from federal taxation. EIN 46-3017128.

NSCI’s programs supply the judicial branch with judges with special training in science to meet expectations for increases of complex cases over the coming decade. We offer sixty hour certification in the following concentrations:

- Genetic Engineering Evidence
- Molecular and Comparative Forensics
- Developmental Neurobiology, Brain Function and Risk Assessment
- Health Care Outcomes Research Evidence
- Ecosystem and Climate Sciences
- Data Science, Big Data Analytics and Artificial Intelligence

NCSI partners with organizations and institutes from across the United States.

Primary Partner:
- The Bryson Center for Judicial Science Education, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

Associate Partners:
- The National Institute of Standards and Technology, Boulder Laboratories
- Division of Neurobiological Research, Boys Town National Research Hospital, Omaha
- Carl R. Woese Institute for Genomic Biology, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
- RENCI - The Renaissance Computing Institute of the University of North Carolina, Duke University, and the North Carolina State University

Future and emerging partners include the Medical University of South Carolina, Charleston; the Department of Chemistry and Criminalistics Program at the Metropolitan State University of Denver; and the Biological Sciences Program of the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley, California.